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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Scholars and people have disassociated regarding the meaning of “the comfort”. Some of them consider that it is related to physical perception such as heat and cold, light, noise, landscape and greenery, some others suggest it is far than that where it is related to socio-cultural, and psychological systems; however, there is a consensus on the strong relation between comfort and thermal behavior \cite{1}.

This study is important in terms of the prospects and applied challenges of passive cooling technologies in hot, dry regions. Many studies have focused on the potential of passive cooling technologies in hot, arid regions; however, studies that have attempted to discuss the reasons behind the reluctance to use these technologies in new buildings, despite their sustainability, have been limited, especially in hot, arid regions.

Arid and semi-arid regions make up one-third of the world’s land; the population of the desert accounts for 15% of the world’s population \cite{2}. In addition, due to the environmental changes, the modern buildings have been requiring energy for cooling more than the energy required for warming \cite{3}. Therefore, the lack of utilization of passive cooling technologies in the buildings constructed in hot, arid zones is considered an important issue and the abandonment of these technologies by architects, despite their advantages, should be investigated. To the best of our knowledge,
this issue has not yet been covered and is thus worth exploring and discussing. Before analyzing passive cooling technologies, it is essential to evaluate the problem briefly from economic and environmental viewpoints.

Buildings are one of the major consumers of energy, as well as key producers of pollutants all over the word. The building sector consumes about 40% of the total energy used in our life [4-7]. Lombard and others [8] declared that the residential buildings consume roughly 20% to 30% from the total consumed energy especially in the developing countries. In the United States for instance; about 39% of the energy consumed is used up by buildings [9]. The building industry is responsible for half of the annual carbon dioxide emissions and 70% of the sulfur oxide emissions [4] in the country. The consumption of energy needed to cope with the local climate is considered a critical issue, especially in the hot regions of the rich gulf countries. In 1995, air-conditioning exhausted around 70% of the electrical power in the Arab Peninsula [2], and 53% in Kuwait [10].

Despite the ecological and thermal significance of passive cooling systems in buildings, architects have not utilized these technologies in new constructions. In Kuwait for example architectural design that considers climate has been neglected significantly, especially since the discovery of oil in the 1940s [10], even with the emergence of building codes that urge a rational use of energy [11]. In Mexico as well, architects have failed to take the climatic factors into consideration [12]. Sozen and Gedik [13] argued that modern Turkish buildings are dissonant with the environment and consume energy extravagantly. Alnaser and Flanagan [14] stated that 70–80% of the total energy depletion in Bahrain and the Arab gulf countries is attributed to the air-conditioned buildings, which were constructed without considering climatic in architectural design. It is worth mentioning that buildings that use air-conditioning to create thermal comfort in indoor spaces indicates a weakness in design [5]. Therefore, depending on passive cooling systems instead of air-conditioning units is considered an ideal alternative for the problems associated with energy and environment [5, 15]. Ealiwa and others [16] conducted a survey on the occupants of Ghadames in Libya; they found that the residents of old buildings that relied on traditional passive cooling elements experienced better thermal comfort than those who lived in new, air-conditioned buildings.

The question therefore posed here is: why are passive cooling technologies neglected in new buildings despite the ecological and economic benefits associated with these technologies? In order to answer this question, this study hinges on the premise that there are restrictions relevant to passive cooling technologies, which may undermine the implementation of these technologies in new buildings. Therefore, passive cooling systems should not be considered merely by their thermal performance. There are planning legislations and spatial determinants that may hinder the implementation of these technologies.

This study aims to review briefly and identify the barriers that prohibit utilizing passive cooling devices in new buildings. Furthermore, we aim to determine the passive technique that has the fewest obstacles; thereby, highlighting it as a key passive cooling technique. Thus, methodologically, this study critically reviews the performance of the passive cooling technologies and the challenges of each technique. Then, it focuses on the most resilient technique, which has the least number of barriers. This study will therefore analyze the historical approach to prove how important these technologies were for architects and builders and how they have been ignored recently.

2.0 METHOD AND STRUCTURE

The sustainability is a place-dependent notion [17]. Thus, the sustainable technique suitable in a particular place may not be suitable for another due to the differences among the climatic regions. This study does not aim to assess the thermal performance among the passive cooling technologies; however, its line attempts to answer this question: Why the passive cooling techniques are ignored in new buildings despite their sustainability?

The study therefore depends on the inductive approach through a critical review of twelve passive cooling techniques in order to identify the challenges; hence highlighting the resilient passive cooling technique. The study is systematically structured as following:

- Determining the criteria and challenges of passive cooling techniques. This part is presented in a table to recognize the criteria and challenges easily.
- Basing on the criteria and challenges of the selected passive cooling techniques, the barriers facing these techniques will be listed; hence we can identify the most flexible technique which can be implemented with the least possible restrictions.
- Discussing the most resilient passive technique in order to highlighting the relevance of this technique through a comparative insight between H. Fathy’s schemes as an example for ecological designs and modern designs disregarding them.

3.0 PASSIVE COOLING TECHNOLOGIES, CRITERIA AND CHALLENGES

Preservation of historical architecture including the traditional passive cooling techniques is a moral duty not only for its artistic value but also for the permanence of regional characteristics to future generations [18].

3.1 Passive Cooling Technologies of Buildings

The passive cooling technologies are defined as eco-friendly techniques that contribute toward an efficient
reduction of indoor spaces temperature, either with minimal or no electrical power [19].

Traditional passive cooling techniques can contribute to designing innovative residential buildings in hot arid areas [20]. The passive cooling techniques are broadly categorized under three sections: heat prevention/reduction, thermal moderation and heat dissipation [21]. However, this classification can be simplified and divided into two types either through releasing heat from the building or by blocking the thermal flow into the building [5]. Figure 1 shows the different means of passive thermal cooling that are used in buildings. The potential of passive cooling technologies is well known.

![Means of passive thermal cooling](image)

**Figure 1** Passive cooling techniques in buildings

Although the passive cooling system has varied technologies, the ideal objective is thermal resistance of heat entering from the outside alongside the release of heat accumulated in indoor spaces.

This study does not intend to restate the advantages related to the passive cooling technologies; this point has already been well covered. However, the study will emphasize the limitations relevant to each technique, which prevent architects from implementing them in new buildings. For example, penetration of passive solar design in Europe is not negligible. There are some 10000 to 20000 passive solar dwellings in the European community but there are probably no more than a few hundred other buildings that incorporate such features [22].

M. Santamouris and D. Kolokotsa [23] stated that the buildings including passive cooling techniques contribute to saving 70% of energy compared to the conventional buildings. Despite prospects of passive cooling technologies in saving energy, the current implementation of such technologies in modern designs is thwarting. Thus, we would discuss the criteria and challenges of passive cooling techniques.

**2.2 Criteria and Challenges**

There are different limitations associated with passive cooling technologies in buildings. These may be a main reason for the abandonment of these technologies in the architectural design and construction of buildings. The limitations depend on the criteria that govern the quality performance of the passive thermal technologies. The challenges of each passive cooling device are proposed according to incompatibility with spatial availability (availability of sources, topography, soil characteristics, allowable built area, etc.), economic barriers (high cost of the passive technique itself, durability of the passive technique over time, maintenance cost, etc.), or planning and architectural legislations. Table 1 shows the criteria and challenges for each passive cooling method in buildings. This Table us to know the reasons behind dismissing these technologies in the modern building

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passive cooling mean</th>
<th>Mechanism and criteria</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Underground structures or Earth-sheltered buildings</td>
<td>1.1 Mechanism: Soil acts as an insulating material for the building. It resists the influx of heat, causing a time lag. Therefore, earth-sheltered spaces are thermally comfortable (cool in the summer and warm in the winter) [24, 25]. Earth-sheltered buildings consume 65–85% less energy than conventional buildings [26, 27]. In a study carried out in the Mediterranean Region showed that the use of cultivated soil on roofs is an effective technique for reducing the indoor energy consumption [28]. Naselli Sirocco room in Italy is a traditional earth-sheltered construction, this room decreases the indoor temperature 2°C: 4°C compared to outdoor temperature, it also reduces the humidity rate about 5% to 10% approving the role of soil as an approach to thermal comfort [29]. Cooling tubes are long pipes placed underground through which air is drawn. Cooling tubes are a reasonably priced.</td>
<td>There are social and psychological problems due to residents feeling isolated in underground spaces. The initial cost of earth-sheltered buildings is high compared to aboveground structures. This is because of the extra reinforced structural elements resulting from the overweight of the soil [2]. The soil properties and topography may be barriers against the implementation of underground buildings. Therefore, architects may be unable to use this technique fully or be forced to implement it in a modest manner (one or two floors underground level), despite the prudent approach of the underground building technique. Underground structures need an assistant technique for natural ventilation to remedy the lack of fresh air in the underground spaces [33]. The ventilating passive technique may be courtyards or wind-catchers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
natural way to passively cool the air. As the air is drawn through the pipes, it is usually used to cool and dehumidify hot outside air [30].

1.2 Criteria:
The temperature of the earth at a depth of 2.5 to 3 m from the ground surface is significantly lower throughout the year [6]. Although, Benardos et al. [31] argued that the temperature at a depth of 8–10 m is annually constant due to the thermal mass reduction of soil. The underground structure needs a central courtyard and wind-catchers to induce cross ventilation [32].

| 2. | Heavy weight construction | 2.1 Mechanism: | The heat transfer is inversely proportional to the thickness of the external walls. Time lag of heat depends on the thermal characteristics of the building material and the wall thickness [13]. |
|    | | 2.2 Criteria: | In order to prolong the time lag (delay the heat transmission from outside to inside), thermal resistance, high thermal capacity, and low thermal conductivity are required characteristics of the building materials for the building envelope. Clay is a sustainable building material (it is cheap and can provide thermal comfort, in addition to being an eco-friendly material) in hot, arid zones where 30% of people still live in earthen houses [34]. Clay has a low thermal conductivity; however, resident acceptance levels of this material in modern buildings are questionable. Regardless of the thermal properties of building materials, the thick walls have to allow the penetrated heat to get out during the night in order to maintain thermal comfort [35]. The thick walls (0.5-0.6 m) are not preferred in limited construction areas, because these walls reduce the indoor space area. Therefore, this technique cannot be implemented everywhere especially when the land cost is expensive. Heavy weight construction is related to the bearing wall system, which has a maximum limit for height; furthermore, there is difficulty in reorganizing the indoor space because of the inflexible system of bearing wall construction. Thus, it may be unfavorable in cities. Thermally, the thick external walls delay the heat flow during the day; however, it impedes nocturnal heat release from inside the buildings to the outside. Thus, the heavy weight construction needs assistant techniques for releasing the accumulated heat; otherwise, it will contribute to creating discomfort in living spaces. The thick external walls need upper openings to empty the accumulated air in the upper space of rooms. V. Geros and others addressed buildings with different configurations in Athena to investigate the impact of ventilation on them. The nocturnal ventilation can decrease the indoor temperature by 1.8°C; 3°C; whilst it reduces just the indoor temperature by 0.8°C; 1.8°C in the light weight constructions [36]. |

| 3. | Cavity walls | 3.1 Mechanism: | Building envelope is the interface between internal and external environment. Moreover, improving the building envelope has recorded that overall energy 10.8% [37]. The air gap between the two layers of building envelope may resist heat flow from the outer to inner layers. |
| 3.2 Criteria: | The gap between the two layers of the external walls should be ventilated in order to decrease heat transfer by convection [38]. The ventilation between the two layers can lead to energy savings on indoor cooling [9]. A reflective membrane, such as aluminum sheets, can be used in the gap to reflect the heat to the outer layer. Heat transfer is directly proportional to thickness of the gap. Performance of the double skin facade also depends on the materials used in each layer, the ratio between the area of wall and that of the window and split gap system of the adjacent tubes [7]. Danby (1973) [35] declared that the cavity walls are not thermally effective in hot, dry regions because the openings in the outer skin cannot ventilate the gap blockaded between the two layers efficiently. Thus, the heat will be rapidly transmitted to the inner layer via thermal convection. Thus, the thickness of the air gap is considered an important factor in order to resist heat flow from the outer to inner leaf of cavity wall, the gap should not be less than 200 mm to keep a well performance for cavity walls [39]. However, the total thickness of cavity walls may contradict with the area allowed for building. The gap of air could be decreased if we inserted an insulation material embedded in the external leaf of the cavity walls, then the resistance of heat flux from the outside to inside can be lowered [40]. Some scholars suggested installing a reflective membrane on the inner leaf, but the reflective aluminum membrane used to reverse the heat to the outer layer will also not be efficient because of the dust that is likely to accumulate on the reflective surface. |

| 4. | Traditional building materials | 4.1 Mechanism: | The thermal characteristics of building materials determine the degree of heat transfer from outside The thermal characteristics of building materials available in hot, dry regions are not sufficient for creating thermal comfort [32]. Therefore, their |
to inside. In hot, dry zones, clay and wood have low thermal conductivity, but this is not sufficient on its own. This climate needs a material with high thermal capacity.

4.2 Criteria:
The thickness of building materials used in the peripheral walls should be increased to fulfill the thermal capacity needed in hot, dry regions. Therefore, this reintroduces the previous criteria of heavy weight construction; hence, it is necessary to remove the accumulated heat. The thermal characteristics of building materials are also so important. For example, siliceous shale is able to reduce the roof surface temperature up to 8.63°C as compared to mortar concrete [41].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5. Sun breakers</th>
<th>5.1 Mechanism:</th>
<th>The function of sun breakers is protecting the windows from intensive solar radiation; however, the glass area of windows in hot, arid zones should be limited so that it does not exceed the design stage. In order to prevent the impact of solar radiation and high luminance, therefore, the contribution of sun breakers to thermal comfort will be a limited too. On the other hand, the implementation of overhangs will be expensive if solar sensors are incorporated into the building process. Overhangs may also reflect some of the solar radiation onto adjacent building envelopes. Horizontal overhangs prevent the rapid release of heat coming out of windows.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.2 Criteria:</td>
<td>Dimensions, orientation, and qualities of sun breakers depend on the sun path and the location of the building. Therefore, eastern and western overhangs should be moved automatically by solar sensors to adapt to the movement of the sun; whereas, southern overhangs may be static but should encompass small openings to release heat. In the aforementioned criteria, the indoor climate can be improved if the windows are shut during the hottest period of the day [35]. Thus, the sun breakers will not be necessary from a thermal perspective.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6. Building form and orientation</th>
<th>6.1 Mechanism:</th>
<th>The orientation issue is controversial. Some researchers consider that the longitudinal direction of buildings on the N-S axis is optimal, others say that NE-SW or NW-SE is ideal [44]. If the longitudinal axis of building is N-S, then the street will be in the E-W direction and the street area will suffer from thermal discomfort [45]. Building forms related to architectural legislations that specify building configurations; therefore, the ideal building form, with the best orientation that guarantees minimal heat gain, does not depend on the architect as far as dependence on the maximum exploitation of built area and height are concerned. Urban planning also intervenes in the decision on building orientation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.2 Criteria:</td>
<td>For building forms, the ratio between the exterior surface area and the enclosed volume should be minimal [42]. The orientation with the lowest heat gain in the summer is in the longitudinal direction located on the E-W axis with an aberration of 10–15° to the east [35]. Among 37 alternatives of roof forms in Cairo (Egypt), a study has been carried out to assess the optimum substitute regarding passive cooling performance. The study found that using a vault roof with high albedo coating shows a fall of 53% in discomfort hours and saves 826 kWh during the summer season compared to the base case of the conventional non-insulated flat roof [43].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7. Wind catchers</th>
<th>7.1 Mechanism:</th>
<th>The wind-tower takes up part of the indoor space in buildings; therefore, it may not be established within the limited built-up area. Not all buildings are guaranteed to have extra space for windshafts or enough water to apply this method. The wind-catcher should be supplied with water sprinklers to facilitate the evaporative cooling of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.2 Criteria:</td>
<td>The wind catcher traps cool and fresh air from the upper air layers, moving it down and into the tower shaft where it is moistened and cooled due to association with water. The cool air then rushes towards the indoor space, providing coolness via thermal convection [46].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.2 Criteria:
Water is a key element for the success of wind-catchers in hot, dry zones through the evaporative cooling system [47]. The internal partitions embedded in the wind shaft increase the wind velocity from 1 to 1.53 m/s [48]. The association between wind-catcher and Earth-to-Heat Exchanger produces air that is cooler than that getting from the conventional wind-catcher with wet surfaces. The wind tower dimensions (height and cross section) are not important compared to the hygrothermal pipes (length and diameter) [49,50].

8. Courtyards
8.1 Mechanism:
The courtyard acts as storage for cool air during the night where the temperature drops to the minimal value. The cool air is then distributed into the indoor space during the hotter periods of the day [53]. Thus, small courtyards are an effective technique for cooling the high thermal mass structure through nocturnal ventilation [54, 55].

8.2 Criteria:
Deep courtyards (ratio of height/width of 10 with minimum sky view factor) are thermally better than shallow courtyards in hot, dry areas [56]. The thermal performance of the courtyard also depends on the building materials used to build the courtyard walls [57]. A study has carried out to evaluate the thermal performance of courtyards at a primary school in Mendoza, Argentina. The study suggested that shadow portions provided by courtyard is the biggest impact on the consumed energy in classrooms [58].

9. Upper openings in roofs or external walls
9.1 Mechanism:
The accumulated hot air in the upper part of the indoor space, due to its low density, may be a source of thermal discomfort; therefore, the upper openings designed in the external walls or roofs can release the blocked heat and enhance cross ventilation [12].

9.2 Criteria:
The openings at the upper parts of the external walls can release heat accumulating inside the chambers; however, there may be the need for an assistant technique, such as an electrical fan, to maximize the suction process.

Openings in roofs may cause difficulties as dust and insects may penetrate into the indoor space. Furthermore, solar radiation is likely to rush into rooms during the mid-day period when the sun becomes semi-perpendicular. The openings of the roofs can only release accumulated heat from the top floor. However, upper openings in external walls can not only perform the same function of openings in roofs, but can also serve all the indoor space regardless of location. Thus, they are more effective than openings in the roof.

10. Undulating roofs (domes or vaults)
10.1 Mechanism:
Undulating forms of roofs, such as domes and vaults, result in heterogeneous thermal pressure in the indoor space, due to differentiation between the shaded and solar-radiation-exposed parts [61].

10.2 Criteria:
The heterogeneous thermal pressures under the skin of domes and vaults need openings to release the heat on the internal circumference of these forms. There are no limitations on the orientation of the dome, because its plan is a circle and this shape is neutrally oriented. However, the vaults should be oriented correctly to attain the greatest amount of shade and shadow; the longitudinal axis of the vault should take the direction N-S in order to enhance the ventilation through the upper the dry, hot air passing through the shaft. The heights of the surrounding buildings may decrease the wind velocity needed for the success of the wind-catcher. The dense urban environment may undermine the performance of wind tower [51]. The wind tower cannot work well with the slow air velocity [52]. The orientation of air inlet of the wind tower and its height are effective factors for maximizing the utilization of wind and ventilation [52].

Construction costs for undulating forms of roofs, such as domes and vaults, are higher than those of flat roofs. The domes or vaults, which cover the upper roofs of buildings, serve the indoor space of the last floor as they cut off the potential for vertical expansion. Thus, these kinds of roofs have limited service scope and prevent the residents from using the roof for living purposes. The preferred orientation, which is supposed for vaults, cannot be infinitely reserved due to spatial and planning restrictions (existence of surrounding neighbors, number of surrounding streets (the opened facades or lot’s dimensions and shapes, etc). The openings that should be created in the body of domes to release the heat are no longer acceptable today because of risks from dust, insects, and dangerous reptiles.
openings on the southern and northern sides and maximize the shade. Undulating forms of roofs require skilled labor for their construction; thus, the costs of these roofs will be higher than flat roofs.

| 11. Phase Change Materials (PCMs) | 11.1 Mechanism: PCMs absorb the heat during the hot period and release it during the cold hours. Thus, these materials use latent heat to modify the indoor climate [24]. | PCMs materials are effective in zones that have a high daily range of temperature (the difference between the minimum and maximum temperature is quite high i.e., more than 15 °C). However, the initial cost of these materials is still high and the durability is unknown. The ventilation rate is really needed for growing the heat transfer between indoor air temperature and PCMs. Therefore, enhancement the cross-ventilation may support the performance of PCMs.

| 12. Evaporative cooling | 12.1 Mechanism: Evaporative cooling depends on water to convert the hot, dry air to moist, cool air. This process is effective in hot, arid zones [16, 63]. The evaporative cooling can lower the indoor air temperature by 8.5°C to 9.6°C [43]. A study has measured the cooling demands for Iberian Peninsula buildings, it is found that the evaporative cooling decrease the cooling energy about 40% [64]. In Brazil also, the evaporative cooling can reduce the indoor air temperature by 2.5°C [65].

12.2 Criteria: Evaporative cooling can be achieved through different means. Greeneries are an evaporative bio-technique that resist dry air and airborne dust as well [66]. Air velocity is substantial for efficiency the evaporative cooling [67].

In the next section, the passive cooling technologies presented in Table 1 will be assessed in terms of their flexibility, thermal efficiency, and adaptability as against the challenges in terms of the application of these technologies stated previously.

### 4.0 IDENTIFYING THE GREATEST BARRIER FOR APPLICABILITY AND MOST RESILIENT TECHNIQUE

By reviewing passive cooling devices (Table 1), it became apparent that each passive technique has some limitations. Furthermore, these technologies are interconnected, which is especially true for heat blocking and release technologies (Figure 2). Therefore, these reasons may further support avoiding the use of these technologies in modern buildings, notably residential buildings. For instance, the natural ventilation systems in the residential buildings may require opening the windows for increasing airflow rates but concurrently there are some issues need to be addressed such as privacy, noise of streets and protection against thefts [79]. However, some of these technologies have a few barriers to achieving thermal comfort and can be associated with other technologies. Table 1 introduces the prospects of upper openings. Upper openings designed for roofs have some challenges; For example, there is a lack of thermal feasibility as these openings serve only the indoor space of the final floor. However, the upper openings in the building envelope have no conflicts with any barriers, in addition to their flexible incorporation with different passive cooling technologies (Figure 2).

Figure 2 derived from Table 1, shows the connection between the passive technologies for blocking and releasing heat from indoor spaces. Only one of the cooling passive techniques cannot provide thermal comfort zone without association with another technique. For example, roof ponds cannot lower the energy demands without collaboration with further passive devices [70]. Also, a study carried in Delhi, suggests that evaporative cooling alongside the cooking ventilation are silent partner for succeeding other passive cooling technologies such as insulation the external walls and roofs [71]. Statistically, as shown from Figure 2, heavy weight construction that has a thick building envelope can associate with three heat release technologies (wind-catchers, courtyards, and upper openings in the walls or roofs) to achieve thermal comfort zones. Building forms and orientation are also connected with three passive technologies. On
the other hand, the upper openings, which are designed to be placed in external walls, can enhance the thermal performance of five passive technologies. Thus, this technique appears to be the most resilient among the passive cooling technologies and can economically adapt with spatial and temporal factors.

The openings in the upper part of the external walls may need a small electric fan to help draw the hot air accumulated in the upper part of the indoor space and maximize the ventilation process. In England for example, the combination between electric fans and natural ventilation enhances the thermal comfort [72]. The outer walls of the buildings need to be insulated by a material such as polystyrene in order to be lightweight and thin; then, keep up with the skeletal structures and avoid the problems of cavity walls and the area consumed by thick bearing walls.

The limitations that undermine the role of passive cooling systems in modern architecture are numerous. The limitations that may control these technologies can be categorized into four types, as shown in Table 2. Economic limitations measure the affordability criteria of establishing these technologies through the use of local building materials. The second restriction is legislative limitations that are relevant to architectural design and planning. These restrictions assess the applicability of each passive cooling technique against potential architectural regulations, such as building codes or local housing laws. The third one is spatial restrictions that are related to the possibility of implementing passive technologies in limited building spaces (building lot) and in different parts of the building. The fourth limitation is relevant to the socio-cultural dimensions, which evaluate the acceptability of the passive technique according to socio-cultural factors. These determine the ease of establishing the passive cooling technique through resident contribution to the building process; thus, it can be another indicator for socio-cultural acceptance.

Figure 2 Connection between passive cooling techniques and the complementary frame of a successful technique. The technique of upper openings seems adaptable with several other passive techniques. Thus, this indicates that the upper openings technique is more flexible than the others are.
The most resilient passive cooling technique, which has almost no conflicts with any of the restrictions, is the upper openings in external walls that are used to release the heat accumulated in the indoor space, as shown as Table 2. The upper vents in the building envelope enhance the indoor ventilation that is an inevitable copartner with any cooling passive technique [73]. The spatial restrictions seem to be the greatest barrier against the implementation of the passive cooling technologies (Table 2). This kind of limitation scored 11 points against the applicability of these technologies.

**Table 2** Limitations relevant to passive cooling techniques that may confront architects when they try to implement them ([O] refers to satisfying the limitation or having no conflicts with it; [X] indicates conflict with the limitation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passive cooling techniques</th>
<th>Economic</th>
<th>Legislative</th>
<th>Spatial</th>
<th>Human and social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Underground structures</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Heavy weight construction</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Cavity walls</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Local building materials</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Sun breakers</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Building form and orientation</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Wind catchers</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Courtyards</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Upper openings external walls</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Undulating roofs (domes or vaults)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Phase Change Materials (PCMs)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Evaporative cooling</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Indicator of limitations | 5 | 3 | 5 | 7 | 11 | 8 | 5 |
5.0 DISCUSSION ON THE RELEVANCE OF UPPER OPENINGS IN PERIPHERAL WALLS

People spend around 90% of their life inside buildings [74]; therefore, buildings should provide a healthy environment and be energy sufficient. According to the second law of thermodynamics¹, passive cooling technologies must be vigorously used in hot and dry regions. Energy efficiency may be achieved through building legislations, use of appropriate building materials and adopting of eco-friendly technologies; however, the efficiency would be maximized if the architectural design depends on the concept of energy efficiency early [75]. Heat release from indoor spaces contributes to enhancing thermal comfort and removing internal air pollution with fresh air ventilation [76, 77]. In this section, the thermal performance of upper openings, as well as the reasons behind the failure of implementing such techniques in modern buildings are discussed.

5.1 Eligibility for Upper Openings

There is no doubt that Hassan Fathy is one of the pioneers of eco-architecture and affordable architecture [78] especially in the Middle East that has a predominantly hot dry climate. Fathy built his concepts on real and intensive studies of ancient passive technologies derived from the Fatimid, Mamluk, and Ottoman houses and palaces. He was considered one of the few architects who understood the meaning for sustainability in the beginning of the 20th century. Fathy derived some cooling passive concepts from the ancient architectural legacy. For example, methods for ventilating and releasing accumulated heat are considered distinguished technologies. They were implemented in several ways, such as openings in the body and neck of domes, windows in the upper part of the external walls, courtyards, and wind-catchers. This part will focus on the technique of upper openings by Fathy, which is currently missing in modern buildings.

For example, would using a dome reduce solar gain within roofs? This, supposedly, was the question posed by a study applied on a digital simulation model. Consequently, this study evaluates solar gain, due to the impact of direct and diffused radiation on both dome and flat roofs. The results show that the solar gain of domes exceeded that of the flat roof counterparts by 19% in the summer and 43% in the winter in Cairo (30° North) [79]. In fact, this result contradicts the thermal perception of indoor spaces covered by domes; hence, it opposes Fathy’s fascination with domes and vaults. Domes are a complicated form. From the previous results, it is clear that the numerical simulation, though acceptable, neglects some parameters, which may affect the thermal performance of domes. Fathy had created some openings in the body of the dome as well as the neck. The openings helped to release the accumulated heat, which was under the envelope of the dome. Therefore, the cool air that occupies the bottom part of the indoor space will move up to replace the heat that has escaped through the openings. Figure 3 shows the openings that are designed by Fathy in the body of dome and upper part of the peripheral wall, in addition to the continuous movement of the hot air around the inner surface of that contributes to decrease the heat flow through the envelope of dome [78, 80]. The Prince Sadr-eldin Aga Khan House is a model for many designs by Fathy that included the same techniques aiming to create thermal comfort micro-zones.

¹“The Second Law of Thermodynamics decrees it impossible to have any organism or machine operating at 100% efficiency. Hence it is impossible to operate any system, whether it is engaged in production or pollution control, without some waste of energy or materials”.

Figure 3 Schematic of Fathy design with openings at the neck of the dome and on the upper part of the external walls in Prince Sadr-eldin Aga Khan House in Aswan, South Egypt; despite the existence of a window on the external wall, the upper opening also is important for releasing heat.
5.2 Neglecting Upper Openings in New Buildings

Fathy grasped the thermal dynamic concepts and studied the behavior of heat flow; more so than anyone else study, during his lifetime. The opening at the top provides ventilation and allow hot air collected at top to escape from indoor spaces. Arrangements may be made to draw air from the coolest part of the structure as replacement, to set up a continuous circulation and cool the living spaces [81]. On the other hand, Middle Eastern architects who came after him did not utilize these technologies to the same extent as shown in Figure 4(a,b). They also did not realize that the social view of residents has changed. For instance, the openings designed by Fathy in the body of the dome to release the heat did not cause a problem for the dwellers in the past, even if dust or insects penetrated the indoor chambers through the openings. Nowadays, the social view has changed. Therefore, what was accepted during Fathy's time is not necessarily acceptable today. Contemporary architects have not tried to solve the discrepancy between social determinants and the use of passive ancient techniques. Residents due to an old perception have disliked some passive cooling techniques. Therefore, validating of users' perception through highlighting the pros of passive techniques and implementing it modernly [82]. Eventually, the in depth understanding of air circulation and use of passive technologies will comply with the requirements of contemporary living standards as shown in Figure 4-c where the openings in the body of the dome were provided with cover to allow residents to shut and open whenever they need. Grasping the socio-cultural dimension helps architects to use the passive cooling technologies efficiently.

Figure 4 The upper openings were missed in the modern residential schemes as shown on the left, this technique was emphasized in the architectural design that takes climate into consideration as shown on the right.
6.0 CONCLUSION

Undoubtedly, the internal thermal comfort of buildings cannot be achieved using one passive cooling mean alone. Thus, association between two or more technologies is inevitable. This study identified the greatest barrier against the implementation of passive cooling technologies that is spatial restriction; applying passive cooling technologies wherever they are required in buildings. Therefore, overcoming the reluctant to introduce passive cooling technologies into new schemes is a big challenge.

The leading passive cooling technique is the use of upper openings created in peripheral walls. It can be implemented in the external walls of all indoor spaces and is associated with different passive technologies, as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, architects should recruit this technique in new buildings in order to create thermal comfort zones. This technique can also be created easily in existing buildings ex post facto because it does not have economic, spatial, socio-cultural, or legislative impediments.

It is worth mentioning that the upper openings may need to be fitted with electrical fans to maximize heat suction from the indoor spaces. The upper openings can be used without the need for further insulation material in the bearing wall system; however, if architects need to recruit this technique in the skeletal building structures, the external walls would need to be insulated by thermal materials such as polystyrene, in order to decrease the thickness of these walls and cope with the spatial limitations.
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